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WITH ADD, YOU CAN:
•  Get into review significantly faster 

•  Eliminate inefficient workflows 

•  Gain quick insight into your case 

•  Introduce automated quality controls

•  Reduce hardware demands 

•   Decrease staff hours spent on tedious,  
time-consuming tasks 

•  Minimize human errors

Introducing Automated Digital Discovery (ADD®) 
The Fastest Way to Get Data Into Review

Automated Digital Discovery eliminates batches, streamlines the 
workflow, and reduces the starts and stops of eDiscovery  — helping 
you go from a hard drive to review in less than ten minutes. The 
automated and integrated workflow gives law firms, corporations, 
government agencies, and service providers a simpler, more affordable 
way to process, track, review and produce discovery.



Data Streaming        Data Streaming Data Streaming        Data Streaming Data Streaming 

PROCESS AND AUTO-LOAD 

• Use set-it and forget-it templates 
• Process, filter and auto-load data 
• Auto-cull by date, type, deNIST 
 and dedupe

SEARCH, ANALYZE & CULL 
• Get to the facts quickly 
• Apply keywords and analytics 
• Significantly reduce data

REVIEW & PRODUCE 
• Find relevant documents faster 
• Eliminate errors and spoliation 
• Produce in fewer steps

COPY & VERIFY
• Easily copy from source to destination 
• Quickly copy large sets with
 multiple workers 
• Copy and verify without altering 
 metadata

TRACK EVIDENCE
• Assign custodians to data 
• Create chain of custody reporting

Errors are set aside 
not disrupting data flow

Just add more workers 
to increase throughput

Streaming of data gets 
documents into review faster

NO STARTS AND STOPS NO STARTS AND STOPS

NO STARTS AND STOPS
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Simple, Affordable, Automated eDiscovery

HOW IT WORKS



Powerful Automation from Start to Finish
ADD lets you avoid the time delays, errors, and budget overruns common in other 
eDiscovery systems. With ADD, discovery data is automatically copied, processed, filtered 
and loaded into review system with limited human interaction. 

Media Manager Processing ECA Review Reports Administration

Media Management with Copy Workers
Increasing regulatory demands and chain of custody requirements place extra importance 
on secure and forensically sound media management. Media Manager and Copy Workers 
track your case data, streamline data transfer and minimize costly surprises. 

Media Manager gives you the ability to: 
  Quantify the size and scope of the data collection 
  Build a full chain of custody
  Barcode media for improved identification, storage and tracking 
  Ensure data integrity with hard drive identification and verification 
  Distribute and manage data copying from multiple sources and locations
  Initiate the streaming data processing and apply “set-it and forget-it” templates to  
reduce inconsistencies

From the time you receive new evidence, Media Manager allows you to log and track the 
shipment, media drives, and properly link the data to the client, source and custodian 
information. Media Manager tracks drives, as well as data received by other methods (e.g. 
FTP, email, etc.,) providing you with an extensive chain of custody and streamlined data 
management throughout the case. This process can prevent data spoliation and allow you  
to easily archive and manage data destructions once the case ends. 

The ADD platform includes media management, forensically sound data copy, high-speed 
processing with data culling, early case assessment, analytical review, production and full 
case reporting.

Once the workflow and settings are configured 
upfront, all you need to do is “ADD” more data.



Data Processing with Streaming Workers
On the ADD platform, you can leverage the very best features of the gold-standard eCapture 
software as well as its new Streaming Workers, for vastly improved processing times (15x 
faster). While other systems require large data sets to be processed before review can start, 
ADD with data streaming eliminates batches and manual data checks.

ADD’s data processing allows you to: 
  Set-up customized project templates to ensure proper processing settings are used
  Copy, verify, process and auto-load into review, without having to wait for  
human interaction

  Automatically apply filters such as date ranges, file types, de-duplication, and de-NISTing
  Process hundreds of different native file types
  Easily manage data exceptions without slowing down data streaming

Infinitely scalable, you can increase production speed simply by adding workers, not 
personnel, for virtually limitless processing speed and power to meet even the tightest 
deadlines. The platform is built on a multi-threaded, fully-distributed processing model so 
productivity is never compromised due to hardware limitations. Additionally, ADD reduces 
your overall hardware and software requirements (e.g. operating system, office applications 
and SQL licenses).

Early Case Assessment 
In the earliest stages of litigation, it’s critical for attorneys to get to the facts of the case 
quickly in order to develop case strategy, gain an initial estimate of litigation costs, and 
better prepare for Meet and Confers. The Automated Digital Discovery platform gives you 
quick access to the crucial facts of a case.

Early case assessment in the ADD platform enables you to:
  Cut through the junk to flag key custodians, terms and date ranges 
  Uncover any timeline spikes or gaps in the collected data 
  Index and organize unstructured data quickly, including forensic file handling 
  Determine and reduce costs associated with reviewing the data
  Any documents without text are automatically OCR’d utilizing OCR workers and  
added back into the workflow

By applying customizable filters, 
you can significantly reduce data 
collections prior to review. After 
culling, it’s easy to conduct native file 
review in Eclipse or convert files to 
the format needed. 



Reports
To ensure budgets, deadlines and client communication is kept on track, ADD includes  
pre-set, customized and advanced reporting for each stage of the discovery process.

Administration
ADD brings together user and case management with cradle to grave reporting, security,  
and user setup, as well as the tracking of case details throughout the workflow.

Managing a robust enterprise solution can be a daunting task, requiring vast amounts of IT 
resources and special skills. ADD includes a built-in environmental tool to help manage all 
registered components (e.g. verifying hardware and software pre-requisites are met prior to 
installs and upgrades), to maximize performance and up-time. 

ADD’s improved error handling and 
automated processing increases 
productivity, reduces costly errors and 
inconsistencies in final productions 
ensuring privileged documents are  
not produced.

Review & Production 
The ADD platform includes advanced analytics and industry-leading production, which puts 
documents into context and helps reviewers find relevant documents faster and produce in 
fewer steps.

Review features include:
  Customizable workflows for each level of document review
  Intuitive user interface allows reviewers to get up to speed quickly
  Email threading, conceptual clustering, categorization, near-duplicate identification,  
and Technology Assisted Review (TAR) are included at no additional cost

  Automated keyword searching with detail reporting results
  Powerful reporting for improved project management 
  High-speed distributed production and exports to meet tight deadlines



Automated Digital Discovery Your Way
You can choose to install Ipro software behind a firewall, host with Ipro’s worldwide network 
of Legal Service Providers, or within the Ipro Cloud depending on your needs.

On-Premise & Behind-the-Firewall 
ADD may be deployed on your infrastructure, hosted, and managed by your own internal 
team. This allows you to maintain complete control of your files and attorney work product.

3rd Party Software Support 
ADD supports all common load files, including direct integration with some non-Ipro review 
systems, reducing the need to move, export or push data between processing and review.

Flexible Pricing 
Ipro has made it more affordable than ever to manage your discovery data by offering 
flexible payment options such as termed contracts, pay-as-you-go pricing, or “burst” 
licensing by the hour, day, week or month. 

In the Ipro Cloud 
Manage your cases and take advantage of high-speed processing, analytical review and high- 
speed production without taxing your IT infrastructure. With unlimited scalability, you can 
easily increase or decrease your needs depending on the project at hand. The Ipro Cloud is 
perfect for organizations in need of quick implementation for on-demand projects.

Open Architecture & APIs 
The open architecture found in ADD allows you to write custom plug-ins and SQL queries to 
further customize their workflow. API programming not only allows for custom development, 
but also provides better management of third-party integrations. Customers will retain any 
previous customization and automation created in Eclipse and eCapture once on the  
ADD platform.

Hosted or Managed Services Environment 
Ipro supports a global network of world-class providers who have been trained and certified 
in its products. Visit our website iprotech.com/partners for a complete list of Review and 
Platinum Review Partners recommended for hosted or managed service environments.

mailto:iprotech.com/partners?subject=


Simple, Affordable and Automated eDiscovery should be the expected norm!

Ipro is proud to be recognized for our accomplishments:

Ipro, Ipro Eclipse, and Ipro Automated Digital Discovery (ADD®) are registered 
trademarks of Ipro Tech, LLC. (c) 2015 Ipro Tech, LLC. All rights reserved. 

Sign up for a product demo 
Experience eDiscovery automation at its best.
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